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The text reproduced below was adopted by the Working Party on General Safety Provisions (GRSG) at its ninety-fourth session (ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRSG/73, para. 42). It is based on ECE/TRANS/WP.29/GRSG/2008/13, not amended. It is submitted to WP.29 and AC.1 for consideration.

*/ In accordance with the programme of work of the Inland Transport Committee for 2006-2010 (ECE/TRANS/166/Add.1, programme activity 02.4), the World Forum will develop, harmonize and update Regulations in order to enhance performance of vehicles. The present document is submitted in conformity with that mandate.

GE.08-
Annex 9,

Paragraph 2., amend to read:

"2. Definitions

For the purpose of this Annex, the vehicle designations EX/II, EX/III, AT, FL, OX and MEMU are as defined in Chapter 9.1 of the ADR.

Vehicles approved as being in compliance with the requirements applicable to EX/III vehicles under this Annex shall be deemed to comply with the requirements applicable to MEMU vehicles."

Paragraph 3.1., amend to read:

"3.1. General (EX/II, EX/III, AT, FL, OT and MEMU vehicles)"

Paragraph 3.2., title, amend to read:

"3.2. EX/II, EX/III and MEMU vehicles"